Talk To The Gas Company Before You Raise The Roof.

The best time to talk to The Gas Company about your gas energy needs is when you're still in the planning stages.

By designing fuel-efficient gas appliances into your project, the best is yet to come with years of quality performance, dependable service, and savings ahead for you and your clients.

Gas heats water faster for quicker recovery, and is the number one energy source in commercial and residential kitchens worldwide.

The Gas Company will provide complete design assistance to consulting engineers that'll help you make the best possible use of gas energy on your project.

We'll show you how gas energy can add quality to the building you're constructing today, and save you time and energy woes tomorrow.

And whether it's Synthetic Natural Gas or Propane, we'll work with you to make sure the gas energy product you choose is the one that meets your project's exact specifications.

Talk to The Gas Company first. Then go ahead and raise the roof.

For assistance call Ed Inouye at 547-3519 or Charlie Bazell at 547-3518. Or write to The Gas Company, P.O. Box 3379, Honolulu, Hawaii 96842.
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URBAN DESIGN

by Donald W.Y. Goo, AIA

The AIA Urban Design Committee has invited John Hirten, Director of Transportation Services for the City and County of Honolulu, as HS/AIA guest speaker on transportation and urban design. Hirten, who has a strong planning background, is a forthright individual, sensitive to the needs of our community, and a person who knows how to establish priorities and get things done. I believe that Honolulu is fortunate to have him direct our transportation activities. At the August 15 meeting he will be able to demonstrate not only his transportation knowledge, but also his knowledge of the character of urban cities.

Although transporation is the main theme of the urban design committee-sponsored meeting, the committee is involved in many more urban design issues. Wes Kinder’s committee has established positions on public art, the new land use ordinance, Waikiki Zoo, revisions to the Kakaako Special Design District, simplification of the permit process, support of the West Beach development concept, comments on the widening of Ward Avenue and many other urban design issues.

Although many of these issues have been the consensus of the committee, opinions of the general membership are not excluded from deliberations. The committee seeks the counsel and wisdom of all members of HS/AIA. They intend that announcements of meetings in the HS/AIA MEMO represent an opportunity for each member to participate in the committee’s current discussions and deliberations.

The committee will be making a special effort to create more membership awareness of subjects under discussion. Pros and cons of an issue will be discussed and perhaps published in the Hawaii Architect or other journals.

At the present time, the budget for a journalist has been temporarily withdrawn. The purpose of this journalist would be to present the opinions of architects to the public in layman’s language. All architects know that there is never a lack of opinion by architects on the subject of urban design. The problem of the profession has been in clearly communicating what we perceive to be “problems” and our professional solutions for the problem.

As all of you know, communication takes time and effort. We have a professional responsibility to our community to communicate our concerns and suggestions to make Hawaii a better place for our families, friends and visitors.
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Hickam's Base Operations Building is decorated for the arrival of special guests. A "red carpet" is painted on the ground in front of the building. The Officer's Club (below) is part of a fascinating collection of buildings at Hickam Air Force Base. Photos by Michael S. Chu.

HICKAM'S ART DECO
by Michael S. Chu and Lyna Burian, AIA

When returning from Kauai, I always try to get a seat on the left side of the plane so that I can get a view of Oahu as we approach Honolulu International Airport. My eyes are always drawn to an interesting configuration on the ground near the entry to Pearl Harbor. There are radiating and curvilinear street patterns, flowing with massive tree canopies and rows of stately palms. Tucked under the canopies are hints of terra-cotta roofs, spacious lawns, tennis courts and an assortment of larger building masses and complexes. The view is of Hickam Air Force Base.

The base was master planned and constructed under the direction of Army Capt. H.B. Nurse in 1935. Capt. Nurse was a registered architect from Rochester, New York. He came to Hawaii in 1935 with at least two designs under his belt, Hamilton...
Field at San Rafael, California, and the Air Corps Primary Flying School at Randolph Field, Texas. A 1935 Army Corps newsletter described these two as the most beautiful flying fields in the U.S.

Both Capt. Nurse and Maj. Gen. H.A. Drum (Commanding General of the Hawaiian Department) seem to have held similar views concerning the architectural treatment, layout and aesthetics of the base. A 1936 Star-Bulletin report described the development by printing, "There will be none of the monotonous, right angled uniformity of buildings and quarters which, in the past, the name 'Army Post' so frequently brings to mind . . . in residential areas it will appear as a charming Hawaiian village of houses with wide overhanging eves amid luxuriant growth of tropical plantings . . . roads will curve and wind with a leisurely Hawaiian indifference to the euclidean maxim concerning two points and one straight line."

There are three things that impress me about Hickam. The first is its fascinating collection (and maintenance) of original buildings which were designed in the Art Deco style. This style was brought into prominence during the Exposition des Arts Decoratifs held in Paris in 1925 and apparently caught the attention of military base planners and designers. Facades of buildings arranged in a series of setbacks emphasizing the geometric patterns, decorative spandrels and relief patterns, fluted columns and complimentary paint schemes characterize the original architectural theme of the base. This Art Deco theme is most boldly expressed in the Base Headquarters building in which the "wings" were part of the

A Moorish-style water tower (above) punctuates the terminus of a 500-foot-wide mall. Royal palms and Banyan trees line the mall. A plant nursery was started in 1935 to provide the project with an intermediate supply of plant material. Today magnificent boulevards (left) are lined with palms and shade trees.
original architectural design (see cover). The careful observer will find the Art Deco theme in the detail of electrical transformer enclosures and rain gutters.

The second impressive point of the base is its landscaping. A plant nursery was started to provide the project with an abundant and immediate supply (300,000 trees and shrubs) of plant material. This is a common practice by today's standards but unique back in 1935. The results today are tree and palm lined boulevards which rival the most exclusive private neighborhoods in Hawaii. Over 41 varieties of fully matured palms can be found throughout the base.

The third impression about Hickam is the strength of its original site design. It is a flat site and utilizes the classic principles of focal point, axis and radial design with great success, while still blending soft curves and informality into its layout. Most striking is a 500 ft. wide formal axis, lined with Royal Palms and Banyan trees. The terminus is punctuated by a tall water tower (recently named Freedom Tower), designed in the Moorish style.

Today Hickam is admired as one of the more aesthetical, functionally efficient, and progressive bases in the Air Force, thanks not only to Maj. Gen. Drum and Capt. Nurse but also to the interest of past and current Wing Commanders and their civilian counterparts.

Unfortunately, Hickam is not an open base so sit on the left side of the airplane on your next return flight from Kauai and gaze down as you approach Honolulu International Airport.
Hartco's exclusive Urethane Finish can take the punishment.

It's easy for us to say that Hartco's Urethane Finish can take the punishment. And that it's matchless in beauty and durability. Easy, because we offer all the most popular types of finishes. So we know which one's best.

If you show a consumer the beauty of Hartco and tell her how easy it is to maintain, you'll have the same kind of success everybody else has with Hartco. It's not just Hartco's pretty face that makes Hartco Urethane No.1. It's our durable Urethane Finish that keeps us looking good and lasting for a lifetime.

Share the success. Call your Hartco Distributor today. Tibbals Flooring Company, Oneida, Tenn. 37841, 615-569-8526.
This Manu-Spec presents the manufacturer’s suggested proprietary specification in conformance with the CSI 3-Part Section Format. The manufacturer is solely responsible for content and references.

SECTION 09572
WOOD PARQUET FLOORING

1.01 WORK INCLUDED
A. Prefinished wood parquet flooring.
B. Prefinished trim moldings.

1.02 RELATED WORK
A. Section (03100—Concrete Formwork) (03300—Cast-in-Place Concrete: Concrete substrate finish.
C. Section 09560: Wood strip flooring.
D. Section 09561: Cushioned wood flooring.

1.03 QUALITY ASSURANCE
A. Manufacturer: Company specializing in production of wood parquet flooring with five years experience.
B. Installer: Shall be experienced in the wood parquet flooring industry and shall have a minimum of five (5) years experience in the installation of wood parquet flooring.

1.06 REFERENCES
B. ASTM C-236: Test for Thermal Conduction and Transmittance of Built Up Sections by Means of the Guarded Hot Box.
G. ASTM E-84: Test for Critical Radiant Flux (CRF) of Flooring and Floor Covering Materials.

1.05 SUBMITTALS
A. Submit product data in accordance with Section (01300) (01340), including manufacturer’s installation instructions.
B. Submit two samples of 12 x 12 inch parquet units that have a tongue and groove system around all edges of the tiles, both interior and exterior, and two 4 inch samples of each molding prefinished to match the parquet.
C. Certification: The installer is to submit a list of at least three (3) successfully completed installations possessing a similar degree of installation difficulty.

1.06 OPERATION & MAINTENANCE DATA
A. Submit three copies of manufacturer’s floor care instructions in accordance with Section (01700) (01730).

1.07 DELIVERY, STORAGE, & HANDLING
A. Deliver products to site and store in accordance with Section (01600) (01610) and (01620). Minimum storage temperature 60 degrees F. and maximum moisture content of 50 percent relative humidity.

1.08 ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS ON JOB SITE
A. Maintain room temperature of minimum 60 degrees F. and maximum moisture content of 50 percent relative humidity for a period of 7 days prior to delivery and storage of materials.

B. Do not install wood flooring until all other construction work is complete and surrounding air has attained specified moisture content.
C. Provide permanent heat, light, and ventilation prior to installation.

PART 2—PRODUCTS

2.01 ACCEPTABLE MANUFACTURERS
A. Components shall be products of Hartco, Inc. Tibbals Flooring Company, Oneida, Tennessee, or shall be certified as compatible with components produced by Hartco, Inc.

2.02 MATERIALS
A. Parquet Units: 5/16 inch thick x 12 x 12 inches combination Appalachian Red Oak and White Oak. Natural and Better Grade, with at least 80 percent quarter sawn, 9 percent moisture content plus or minus 2 percent.
1. Each 6” x 6” unit: Tapered tongue and groove edges.
2. Units manufactured with 0.008 inch expansion space between component slats. Slats secured with a knurled steel wire embedded in end slot.
3. Tiles square within 0.009 inches.
4. Tiles shall be sanded parallel to the grain.
5. All tiles shall be within the grading standards of ASTM A-27.
6. Test method for thermal conductivity of closed cell polyethylene foam shall be ASTM C518.
7. Foam backing shall be within the standards of ASTM D1667.
8. Test method for moisture vapor transmission of closed cell polyethylene foam shall be ASTM C355.
9. Test method for thermal conductivity of tile with foam attached shall be ASTM C236.
B. Acrylic Impregnated: (Wood back) (1/16 inch closed cell polyethylene foam back ing). (Carmen) (Cambridge) (Chesapeake) color: (OR) • • (OR) • •
B. Heritage Finish: (Wood back) (1/16 inch closed cell polyethylene foam backing). (Wheat) (Bran) (Barley) color.
B. Urethane Finish: (Wood back) (1/16 inch closed cell polyethylene foam backing). (Par-K-Stick © backing). (Standard) (Honey) (Windsor) (Old Brown) color.
C. ASTM E-84 Flame Spread Results:


D. ASTM E-648 Critical Radiant Flux Test Results:


F. Adhesive: Shall be a water and alkali resistant produced by the flooring manufacturer. Use Hartco 101 adhesives for foam back parquet, use Hartco 102 adhesive.

G. Moldings: Use manufacturer’s premolded matching moldings.
1. Cover expansion space around all vertical objects (quarter round) and (combination base and shoe mold) (8” x 8” color) • • (AND/OR) • •
2. Serve as transition to adjacent floor covering (reduce strip), (threshold), (nosing). (5/16” thick for wood back parquet) (5/16” thick for parquet with 1/16” thick backing) (7/16” thick for parquet with thick foam backing).

PART 3—EXECUTION
3.01 INSPECTION
A. Before installation work is commenced, the face shall be inspected and treated as necessary to remove laitance, loose materials, surface grease, oil and other contaminants which will affect bond of the adhesive.
B. Concrete surfaces shall be visibly dry and pass a 24-hour rubber mat test (no condensation) or clean the surface to allow for a clean surface with adhesive.
C. Wood subfloors shall be dry, clean, sound and well-nailed and/or possess a void of voids and with joints that do no exceed 1” or more.
D. Provide ample expansion space at joints and between parts of flooring.

3.02 PREPARATION
A. The subfloor and substrate are to be free of oil, grease, wax, dust, or foreign substances.
B. Use latex filler to patch cracks, small holes, or major level.

3.03 INSTALLATION
A. Layout starting lines at a 90° to each other and parallel to the starting wall in accordance with manufacturer’s printed instructions.
B. Apply adhesive to exposed surfaces according to manufacturer’s instructions.
C. Ensure joints of flooring are aligned in direction.
D. Lay flooring symmetrically about room.
E. Place flooring with full adhesive contact and permanent bond to substrate.
F. Provide ample expansion space within other vertical obstructions.
G. Provide transition strips where flooring is installed with other floor areas at a different finish level (and at stair openings). (Quarter round) (combination base and mold) at perimeter of rooms and at various interruptions.

3.04 CLEANING & PROTECTION
A. Clean floor surfaces of adhesives and stains in accordance with manufacturer’s printed instructions.
B. Provide temporary protective covering in accordance with Section (01600) (01620) (OR) • • (AND/OR) • •

SANDERS TRADING COMPANY, INC.
HARDWOOD FLOORING
1211 Kona Street • Honolulu, HI 96814
(808) 521-3091
You’ll be glad you specified Whirlpool appliances when it’s time to live up to your promises.

Your customers want the best for their new kitchens. So make sure they get it with top-of-the-line Whirlpool built-in appliances. Loaded with customer-pleasing features, the quality is exceptional and selection can’t be matched. For instance:

**Whirlpool built-in microwave oven combinations** with a Self-Cleaning lower oven, touch control microwave on top. And this 30” oven can be installed in a cabinet just 30” wide.

**Down Draft surface unit** with interchangeable plug-in surface elements offers the best in cooking convenience plus great installation flexibility.

**Whirlpool Power Clean™ Energy Saver Dishwashers** provide absolutely unbeatable washing performance yet uses 20% less water in the Normal cycle than ever before in any Whirlpool dishwasher.

**Built-in TRASH MASHER™ compactor** installs in place of a 15” or 18” base cabinet and puts a whole week’s worth of trash for an average family of four into a single, portable bag.

**Slide-in range with convertible cooktop**. Lots of glamor, lots of convenience with this easy-to-install range. Interchangeable cooktop elements make every cook a chef.

So take advantage of this Whirlpool built-in line. It’s an appliance line that’ll deliver what you promise. Also, there’s just one source for a tremendous selection of models that also includes refrigerators and laundry products. And you can count on Whirlpool after the sale, too...thus making your world a little easier.

**ELECTRICAL DISTRIBUTORS, LIMITED**

689 KAKOI STREET HONOLULU, HAWAII 96819
Ph. (808) 836-0602
Industrial and operation facilities on the island of Diego Garcia, British Indian Ocean Territories, are part of the United States' effort to strengthen its military presence in the Middle East. Approximately 70 percent of the British-owned island is leased by the United States. Sophisticated facilities had to be designed for highly technical electronic equipment.
Unusual assignments in far-flung locations are nothing new for Media Five.

Military design has unique abilities to take you places you've never been, to do things you've never done. The results are some experiences that can have wider application in the high tech industrial world that is slowly beginning to make its presence felt in Hawaii.

We've all heard of the "Military Industrial Complex," and there is some reality to this mythical phrase. While it is well known as one of the largest employers and industrial operations in Hawaii, the military command structure for the Pacific also creates a complex of industrial and support facilities spread throughout the Pacific and Indian Ocean regions.

While unusual assignments in far-flung locations are nothing new for Media Five Limited, our furthest afield work has been a three-project Air Force assignment, administered by the Navy, that took us to the atoll island of Diego Garcia, British Indian Ocean Territories. This island is owned by the British and approximately 70 percent leased by the United States. The island occupies a strategic location for United States military activity in the Middle East. The industrial and operation facilities designed by Media Five Limited are part of the United States' effort to strengthen its military presence in the Middle East.

The first project is a four building Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) facility for the Strategic Air Command (SAC). "This Rapid Development Force facility is the first in the world of its kind, as it represents what is usually a couple of separate facilities on a normal military base, combined into several well planned buildings," says Media Five principal Evan Cruthers.

The complex is located at the edge of the runway apron and includes a two-story Operations Building which functions as the Diego Garcia link with a worldwide SAC communication network. The building houses offices, a command post, communications equipment and facilities, planning rooms, an auditorium for mission briefing and debriefing, and an area for flight crew preparations with suits, parachutes and other flight equipment, and a security center for flight line police.

Other buildings in the complex include a facility to demineralize water with adjacent storage tanks, an industrial use avionics and aircraft maintenance building for intermediate level repair and bench checks of aircraft engines, computer equipment and other aircraft parts. An industrial use warehouse is designed to store palletized materials and equipment used for the repair and maintenance of aircraft. Goods which can be stored outdoors are place on a storage pad.

The second component of the Diego Garcia assignment is Ground-Based Electro Optical Deep Space Surveillance (GEODSS) where Media Five designed a building for three telescopes and a communications/computer center. Put simply, the system informs its operators of the locations of the world's satellites. The basic mission of GEODSS' three tracking telescopes is to detect and track objects in deep space and send this information to the computer center, which in turn transmits data to the Cheyenne Mountain command center in Colorado. A GEODSS facility operates on Haleakala on Maui, and others are sited in New Mexico and South Korea, with a future site in Portugal.

"This was a particularly interesting challenge," says project manager Ann Matsunami. "We needed to design a self-supporting utility system for a complex, high tech industrial building in the middle of nowhere. Extremely sophisticated environmental systems had to be designed to support the highly sensitive electronic equipment. The GEODSS facility has its own sewage treatment plant, water treatment plant, fire protection,
The French have a word for it... "Magnifique."

Briare.

Fine ceramic tiles made in Paris, France. And now featured at (where else but) International Tile Design. Our name says it all.

With thousands of tiles to choose from, we offer one of the largest selections in the Islands—along with innovative ideas geared to your clients' needs. Come see why we're known as "Hawaii's Beautiful Ceramic Tile Showplace."

INTERNATIONAL TILE DESIGN, INC.
330 Sand Island Access Road (just off Nimitz) Phone 847-5959 or 841-0191 Open 9 am to 5 pm Monday-Friday, 9-3 Saturday

VW VANAGON

$214 mo.

Standards features include: 7-passenger seating, 1.9 litre liquid cooled engine, dual diagonal braking, negative steering roll radius, 2-year unlimited mileage limited warranty, 3-year rust perforation guarantee and lots and lots of room!

Closed end lease consisting of 60 equal monthly payments of $214.00. Initial payment $214.00, plus refundable security deposit of $225.00, taxes and license fees. No option to buy. Total of payments $12,840.00. Expires September 30, 1985.

ALA MOANA
PORSCHE AUDI VOLKSWAGEN
800 Ala Moana Boulevard / 537-3386

water storage tanks, and 20,000 gallons of fuel storage for the back-up generator."

Diego Garcia’s salt air and humidity created special design problems not only for selection of construction materials but also for their effect on the telescopes. "Positive pressure in the telescope domes is provided to keep the salt air away from the lenses when the domes are opened for viewing," Matsunami said.

The third project is a facility for the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System. The purpose of this facility is to serve as one of the stations which form the basis for a tracking system based on the triangulation between an object and two tracking station points. Using this system, one may exactly position and navigate by coordinates. This project, like the others, involves providing facilities for highly technical electronic equipment. This includes an Uninterrupted Power Supply (UPS) system to provide uninterrupted electrical power to the equipment with an extensive battery backup to take over in case of power failure until the backup generator takes over. Power cannot be interrupted for even one second. This project has additional requirements for High Energy Magnetic Pulse (HEMP) shielding to intercept the magnetic field given off by a nuclear explosion, spreading the field through the building and neutralizing the force in the ground, preventing interruptions to the electronics inside.

The Media Five Limited staff learned quite a lot in this three-part Diego Garcia assignment. Although we were already well-versed in creating high tech industrial environments and in designing for tropical locales, we learned to combine these skills and to create these facilities in very remote sites. Spin-off applications of this combined technology are already being applied to sophisticated resort and hotel facilities in remote tropical islands, as well as in Hawaii.
Kelvinator And PRI. Two Trusted Names Now Together As A Team.

PRI's Energy Products Division is Hawaii's new exclusive distributor for Kelvinator electric and gas appliances. Together, they add up to an unbeatable team for dependable, sensible, affordable home appliances.

Kelvinator offers a full line of appliances, including refrigerators, freezers, ranges, dishwashers, clothes dryers, washers and room air conditioning units. For 70 years, the Kelvinator name has stood for quality and value. Combine that with PRI's 80 years of energy experience, and you've got a trusted team working for you. Kelvinator and PRI. Together, the best is yet to come, with years of dependable service ahead for you and your customers.

Dealer inquiries invited. Call 547-3522.

The Best Is Yet To Come!™

Energy Products Division
PRI Energy Systems, Inc.
A PRI Company
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MILITARY ARCHITECTURE

A SENSE OF HISTORY

Pearl Harbor’s Architectural Heritage Explored

by Spencer Leineweber, AIA, Spencer Mason Partnership

Photos courtesy of U.S. Navy

The U.S. Naval Base at Pearl Harbor is an unusual historic district because function—rather than form—has determined its historic status.

The base is included on the National Register of Historic Places as a national historic landmark, a designation indicating significant national or international importance. This registration is due to the role the base has played in support of the American naval presence throughout the Pacific.

Unlike most historic districts that adjust to change but are primarily concerned with a specific period of time in their history, it is the process of change that is a fundamental quality of Pearl Harbor’s national significance. The need to continue as an active naval facility takes precedence over individual qualities that have given it landmark status. It is extremely important that alterations required by the mission of naval presence in the Pacific preserve—yet not be inhibited by—this landmark status.

Federal historic preservation legislation was written initially to preserve structures of exceptional American historical value. All federal agencies were mandated by Executive Order 11593 to locate, inventory and nominate to the Secretary of the Interior all sites, buildings and districts within their jurisdictions which might qualify for listing on the national register.

While this executive order has been in existence for nearly 20 years, there are few agencies that have complied consistently with this mandate.

The Pacific Division Naval Facilities Engineering Command complied with the order and undertook a study in 1978 which produced a historic survey of all the buildings within the confines of Pearl Harbor. This preservation plan, in addition to documenting every structure on the base, provided criteria for establishing which buildings would be designated as prominent elements of the national landmark. The plan also provided planning tools with which to make decisions concerning repairs or removal of

Puller Hall at the Marine Barracks (left) was built in 1911 and shows no major exterior modifications from the original design. It is a category one structure. The pipe shop (below), while strictly utilitarian in design, dates from the first building phase of the base in 1911. It is a category one structure.
The administration building at Pearl Harbor Naval Shipyard (above) is a category one structure dating from the original base construction period of 1913. It still retains the additions of 1934 and 1941, reflecting two periods of base expansion. Lockwood Hall at the submarine base, a category one structure, was built in 1934 to provide quarters for bachelor submarine officers.

structures on the base.

Due to the changing nature of the support activities and the constant construction activity, it is important the base be allowed to continue to change as necessary. While fleet support is always the first priority, the historic preservation plan serves as a guideline; fleet support and historic preservation are not necessarily in conflict.

In order to preserve the mission status and yet not destroy any significant structures, a unique rating system for the nearly 2,000 structures at Pearl Harbor was developed. In most historic districts, structures are not given a rating, but rather are judged on whether they contribute to the overall qualities of the district. Often it is not the landmark buildings that determine the overall character, but the district’s background buildings, which individually may not be significant, but when grouped together are important. For Pearl Harbor, it was necessary to evaluate each individual structure as it relates to the entire complex, primarily in terms of historic function. Base history documentation was important in overall thrust of the preservation effort.

The strategic military significance of Pearl Harbor has been recognized by the Navy for many years. Known to westerners since the late 18th century, the harbor was first surveyed by the Navy in 1840. Commodore Charles Wilks made soundings across the reef at the harbor’s mouth and up the channel to Bishop’s Point. He reported, “The water upon the bar should be deepened ... it would afford the best and most capacious harbor in the Pacific.” Subsequent visits to Pearl Harbor by military personnel suggested the bar blocking the mouth of Pearl Harbor should be dug out before war occurred, so the harbor could provide a safe refuge in time of war.

In November, 1887, Kalakaua granted to the U.S. the exclusive right to enter the harbor and to establish a coal and repair station for the use of vessels. He also

The bachelor enlisted quarters at West Loch, 1933, is a typical category two structure, reclassified to category one.
Drydock #1 (above) is the first of four drydocks built at Pearl Harbor. It took 10 years to construct. During construction in 1913, the drydock exploded due to hydrostatic pressures. When construction recommenced, twice as much concrete was used; also—just in case—an offering was made to the shark goddess. Quarters at Ford Island (below) were originally designated in category two and due to the integrity of the structures and surroundings have been redesignated into category one.

When the Navy inventoried the structures within the base, many buildings fell into logical categories associated with two major building phases of the base. There are five designated categories of priority for preservation. Buildings that are essential to the understanding of the relationships of Pearl Harbor to the Pacific Fleet were designated as Category One structure, which includes 81 structures. Preservation of these buildings is an important—but not required—consideration in the repair rather than removal of the individual buildings. Category Two structures are buildings which function as an important part of the base and contribute to the overall historic fabric; there are 214 such buildings.

There are three categories of lesser importance: Category Three, structures that played a minor role; Category Four, structures lacking in importance; and Category Five, structures that were
Now you can call Honfed for commercial loans too.

"Honfed had the spirit to back a nutty idea."

Honfed has become Hawaii's first savings and loan to establish a complete Commercial Banking Department. Already, there's a sweet smell of success.

In the beginning, Paul and Anita DeDomenico, owners of Hawaiian Holidays' new MacNuttery in Waikiki, weren't hearing very many yeses.

"When we told the banks we wanted to combine tiki torches and high tech, their eyes glazed. Seems they were more interested in real live numbers than a real live chocolate factory.

Honfed financed our MacNuttery despite the conventional thinking saying, 'wrong end of Waikiki'. 'never get the traffic'. Senior VP Keith Carson and VP Harry Kubota believed in us and you can see the exciting result any day of the week."

If you have a project that shows unusual promise, call Honfed's new Commercial Banking Department at 526-2380. We're always on the lookout for a few good MacNutteries.

The Friend of the Family is now a Friend of Business.
Marine Barracks 285 was originally a category two structure, downgraded to a category three structure by the Navy. It was built in 1941 and is similar to many support facilities built during this period.

Standard features include: 24-month unlimited mileage limited warranty, light alloy spoke wheels, halogen head lamps, C.I.S.-E fuel injection, power rack and pinion steering, Air conditioning, power windows, mirrors and locks, 6-year rust perforation guarantee plus much more!

$247 \text{ mo.}

Closed end lease consisting of 60 equal monthly payments of $247.00. Initial payment: $247.00, plus refundable security deposit of $250.00, taxes and license fees. No option to buy. Total of payments $14,820.00. Expires September 30, 1985.

Since the original documentation for the 1978 historic preservation plan, the Navy has continued to evaluate the structures. The intent is to allow for further development of the base, by re-evaluating structures in category two, and making them either category one or category three structures. The magnitude of the number of structures in category two was difficult to handle in the planning process. The previous preservation intent of category two structures was to document the building, with drawings and photographs, especially if removal was required. This documentation did not maintain the structure, but at least provided a record for historians. It was deemed more advisable to re-evaluate category two structures and attempt to preserve those essential elements to the base, providing record-keeping only for those that played a minor role.

The historic preservation plan for Pearl Harbor is a valuable precedent for other public agencies having to deal with the complex issue of compliance with federal preservation legislation.

The plan has accomplished several things: historic information and photographs are documented, potentially conflicting agencies (National Park Service, the State Historic Preservation Office, and the Navy) all agree on a set of evaluation criteria; a detailed survey has been conducted; and future documentation and review requirements are established. The resulting preservation plan is a useful document not only for understanding the preservation goal at Pearl Harbor, but also the intent of preservation documentation in the larger context of U.S. history. It illustrates quite clearly that a preservation plan can be a working document, and that the priority of function can be used to preserve form.
State-of-the-Art Cooking from Modern Maid and PRI.

Modern Maid® products are the favorites of builders, remodelers and kitchen dealers who want their kitchen appliances to be the vehicles for consumer appeal. Versatile Modern Maid cooktops and ovens combine elegance of design with functional efficiency and advanced technology. Dealers who offer Modern Maid offer state-of-the-art cooking within the confines of available space—whether it be a compact condo or a larger residence. Two examples of Modern Maid space efficiency, are the new downdraft cooktop and "Tri-Mode" oven.

Modern Maid's Downdraft Cooktop

...pulls smoke and cooking odors down and out of the kitchen, with a self-ventilating process. The 36" gas cooktop has pilotless solid state ignition and four interchangeable cooking modes: double burners, grille, griddle and rotisserie.

Model #KGT-693

Dealer inquiries invited. Call 547-3522.

"Tri-Mode" the Ultimate Oven!

They call it "the ultimate oven." The "Tri-Mode" Model DDO-820 Built-In Single Wall Oven combines the beautiful browning and savory crispness of radiant heat, and the speed and convenience of microwave cooking—in one single unit! It can also be a Slo/Cook crock-pot oven. It's self cleaning with European style black glass door.

Model #DDO-820

The Best Is Yet To Come™

Energy Products Division
PRI Energy Systems, Inc.
A PRI Company
Ku’u Makana, a luxury condominium development on Diamond Head Road, has the flavor of a country home. Large covered lanais face the ocean. The exterior is primarily of California redwood and Waianae sandstone.

KU’U MAKANA AT DIAMOND HEAD

Architects Hawaii, Ltd.

The four-unit luxury Ku’u Makana condominium development at 3165 Diamond Head Road in Honolulu was designed by project architect Timothy P. Teehey, AIA, an associate of the architecture, planning, interior design and graphic design firm of Architects Hawaii, Ltd. In planning the development, Teehey was challenged to conceptualize a residential complex that would be compatible with existing homes in the area. The idea was to create a structure with the flavor of a single luxurious country home as opposed to a project with four distinct components.

The project required the design of four 4,500-square-foot units, each with a large covered lanai, a living-dining room with a fireplace, a study and a large kitchen with amenities suitable for use by caterers.

Separated from the living area by a large gallery which is skylighted on the upper units, the private wing of each unit contains a master bedroom suite, a secondary bedroom with an adjacent bath, and a studio with a bath. The master bedroom suite consists of a large bedroom with a private courtyard on the lower
levels, an adjacent solarium with skylighting on the upper levels, a dressing room and a bathroom with a large whirlpool bath, again with skylighting on the upper levels.

The basic forms of Ku’u Makana reflect the old Hawaiian styled homes of the neighborhood, typified by their high hipped roofs, generous overhands and covered lanais. The building’s architectural details are reminiscent of the massive wood details of mansions and country homes of the past, yet are contemporary in their style and simplicity of line.

Materials used in Ku’u Makana’s construction represent a variety of mainland, European and local products. While the exterior of the dwelling is primarily of California redwood in combination with Waianae sandstone and a custom color blend on locally manufactured concrete roofing tile, the interiors are richly appointed in imperial plaster, Italian marble and tiles, and extremely select local koa wood.

Custom interiors were provided to each of the owners according to their personal tastes and specifications.

Entering the project from Diamond Head Road, the visitor enjoys the sophistication of a tiled, landscaped motorcourt surrounding a massive banyan tree. Beyond the court is the main gate and secluded entry courtyard to Ku’u Makana. Sideyards provide access to the beach, private patios located off the master and secondary bedrooms of the lower units, and private walkways to the garages.

The oceanfront yard of Ku’u Makana is shared by all four owners who also enjoy sweeping views of the ocean from their master bedrooms, main lanais and kitchens.
Three new Associate Members from the firm of Riecke, Sunnland, Higuchi, Kono Architects, Ltd. are: Anthony Gonzales, Steven Heller and Marie Kimmey.

ANTHONY GONZALES, one of the architectural designers in the firm, received his Bachelor of Architecture degree from the University of Hawaii in 1983. Born in California, he moved around quite a bit before he came to Hawaii six years ago. He likes to do computer programming and off-road bicycling.

STEVEN HELLER hails from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and came to Hawaii 10 1/2 years ago, shortly after he received his Bachelor of Architecture from the Illinois Institute of Technology in 1972. He is currently one of the associate architects in the firm. Steve owned a cabinet shop at one time and has extensive construction experience. He lists his hobbies as golf, photography, sailing and diving and he was once a sailing and diving instructor. He and wife, Laura, have two children, Jonah Robert and Brooke Angela.

The third new Associate Member from the firm is MARIE KIMMEY, a job captain, who is originally from Michigan. She received her Bachelor of Architecture degree in 1961 from the University of Michigan. She has been in Hawaii for two years and is the new president of Planners, Architects, and Landscape Architects of Maui (Palm). Marie has a son and two daughters and became a very young grandmother when granddaughter Susanna was born a year and a half ago. Whenever she finds the time, she likes to go swimming or do some knitting and sewing.

MARIANNA KNOTTENBELT, Associate Member, is working with the Maui Architectural Group. Born in the Netherlands, she was raised in Montreal, Canada, and has a Bachelor of Arts degree from Smith College and a Master of Architecture from Harvard University. Marianna is
ALLIED TEAMWORK sets a new gem into Diamond Head.

The Project: The Queen's Court
The challenge: to blend the privacy of a single-family home with the advantages of secure, maintenance-free townhouse living in an exclusive dwelling above Kapiolani Park overlooking the ocean.
The solution: The Queen's Court, a luxurious four-unit townhome. Designer Hal Whitaker teamed up with Allied Builders to make the best of a great location, creating multi-level residences that open up to outdoor views and natural ventilation from trade winds with large lanais and floor-to-ceiling sliding glass doors.

Common walls and roofing are solidly insulated against sound. A drainage system is concealed in the roof. Security is achieved with an electronically controlled ornamental steel fence and gate system.
Inside, meticulous attention to detail is evident in the marble entryways and lanais, skylighting, custom cabinetry, oakwood floors, and built-in living room wet bars. It takes the best teamwork and multi-faceted talent to translate into reality a designer's dream as extraordinary as the Queen's Court.

The Team:
Hal Whitaker, Designer, Design Associates, Ltd.
Rex Sorenson, Owner and Project Developer
Mel Izumi, Executive Vice President, Allied Builders System

Teamwork. Our motto. Our method.
married.

WALTER Y. ISHII, AIA, is currently employed with MLA Associates, Kauai branch, acting as Assistant Resident Engineer at the Lihue Airport construction site. One of our kamaaina architects, Walter is married to Marian and enjoys ballroom dancing and hunting.

HAROLD (JOCK) MCGUIRE, JR., AIA, is one of the principals of the newly formed Pacific Architects, Inc. Also a kamaaina architect, having been born and raised in Honolulu, he received a B.S. in Architectural Engineering in 1951 from California Polytechnic State University. His hobbies include walking and reading and, whenever he can sneak away, he likes to travel all around the globe.

JOHN ADVERSALO, AIA, is one of the principals at Walter Leong and Associates, Inc. He received a Master in Architecture in 1981, after finishing his Bachelor of Arts in Architecture in 1978, from the University of California in Berkeley. He has been active as an Associate Member for several years and, in his spare time, enjoys music, swimming and working with computers. He was born and raised in Honolulu and he and wife, Maria, have a one-year-old son, Jeremy.

GUY JOHN JENNINGS, AIA, is one of the staff architects at Trans Oceanic Architectural Design (TOAD). He received a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of Hawaii. Although he was born in the Philippines, his family moved to Hawaii when he was three. He and his wife, Mary Gay, have two sons, Justin Whittney and Grayham Andrews. He loves sports and when he is not sailing or body surfing, he plays softball for the Outrigger Canoe Club. He still finds time to finish his house, which he designed himself. He also likes to collect crystal stemware.

Our back to school sale means big savings on our most popular merchandise. It's your chance to stock up for school, home and office and save a bundle, too!

RICH AIR BRUSHES
40% OFF
(Models AB-100, AB-200, A-B-300)

DRAFTING SUPPLIES
Arttec Triangles, T-squares, Flexible Curves:
- 40% OFF
Charvoz Borco:
- 40% OFF
KOH-I-NOOR 7-pen set:
- 50% OFF
HG Cutting Base:
- 50% OFF

PAPER PRODUCTS
Maxima Pads:
- 30% OFF
Arttec & Clearprint:
- 40% OFF
Crescent Colored Paper & Illustration Board:
- 40% OFF

STORAGE AIDS
Artbin Craft Boxes:
- 25% OFF
NMS Portfolios:
- 25% OFF

FINE ART
All Grumbacher & Liquitex Paints:
- 25% OFF
Canvas Pre-stretched or Panels
- 40% OFF
All Arttec Brushes:
- 40% OFF

Sale prices good August 17 – September 15 or while supply lasts.

ALA MOANA
PORSCHE AUDI VOLKSWAGEN
800 Ala Moana Boulevard / 537-3386
Preserve & Protect

Preservation and protection are basic fundamentals to keeping your wood projects looking and performing their best. When it comes to building a project—from a wood deck or office complex to a small home project—you need wood products you can trust.

Honolulu Wood Treating has superior-quality products Hawaii’s been depending on for 27 years. We were the first company to introduce the finest and most environmentally safe wood treating products to the islands. And lumber that we’ve treated is covered under our own 20-year homeowner’s warranty protecting your wood from structural damage by termites or decay.

Trust your wood projects to the experts. Our pledge to you is to preserve and protect.

HONOLULU WOOD TREATING CO., LTD.

WOOD TREATING • RAINCOAT WATER REPELLENT • WOLMAN STAIN
SPECIALTY WOOD PRODUCTS • DECKING • GLUED-LAMINATED TIMBER
TIMBER CONNECTIONS • POLES

Phone 682-5704
91-291 Hanua St. • Neighbor Islands Toll-Free 1-800-392-2431
Elmer Botsai (far right), Hawaii Society/AIA president, is among witnesses who watched as Governor George Ariyoshi signed into law amendments to the design professional conciliation panel law. Also pictured are key legislators, state department heads and design professionals who were instrumental in getting the law enacted. They are, left to right, Arthur Kohara, Allen Kajioka, Elmer Phillips, Dennis Toyomura, Senator Steve Cobb, Douglas Sonoda, Representative Mitsuo Shito, Senator Anthony Chang, Representative Ken Kiyabu, Russell Nagata and Stan Kawaguchi.

KALLISTA

MAJESTIC SHOWERTM strikingly simple and exceptionally handsome, this spacious and flexible shower system comes from Great Britain, where it has won the prestigious London Observer Design Award.

International Industries Hawaii
677 Ala Moana Boulevard
(Gold Bond Building)
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 • 531-2747
Validated Parking

Movable Office Partitions
Commercial and Industrial Applications
For Estimates and Design Planning
For Your Open Office System Call

T.R. COMPANY
949-2011
1517 Kapiolani Boulevard
Gen. Cont. Lic. ABC 2671
Imagine all the great cooking possibilities for your customers with Roper ranges in their kitchens! With over 110 years experience behind its name, Roper stands for confidence and integrity as well as contemporary innovation.

PRI is the exclusive distributor in Hawaii for the full line of Roper ranges, both gas and electric, plus dishwashers including a new 18" model. Both ranges and dishwashers are known for top of the line quality.

Gas and electric ranges.
There's a range to fit the needs of every potential customer. For example, two popular models are the freestanding Roper gas model 1333 pilotless ignition range, and the Roper electric model 2262.

When you decide on Roper and PRI the best is yet to come: long-lasting, top quality products backed by expert, dependable service through the years.

So when it comes to equipping a kitchen for a residential project, think Roper and make good points with your customers. And good profit points for yourself.

Dealer inquiries invited. Call 547-3522.
Cargo ships arrive at McMurdo Station (above) in late January following a Coast Guard icebreaker that cuts a channel in the pack ice. Ships are off-loaded to an ice wharf (foreground island). Cargo is then transferred to the volcanic rock of Ross Island where McMurdo Station is located. The Transantarctic Mountains (right) are approximately 50 miles across McMurdo Sound from McMurdo Station. Emperor penguins are infrequent visitors on the pack ice. Thiel Earth Sciences Laboratory (below) houses the geology and glaciology research programs. The new Tucker SNO-CAT has rubber treads for effective traction in snow and in the summer exposed volcanic rock surfaces of McMurdo Station.
ARCHITECTURE ON ICE

by Lee Davis, AIA
The CJS Group Architects Ltd.

How adventurous are you willing to let your next project be? Joe Ferraro and I recently spent six weeks on an assignment at the bottom of the world in Antarctica.

The project assignment was to develop a program for new science research facilities and field investigation for the National Science Foundation (NSF) at McMurdo Station. The opportunity for this work came through the Naval Facilities Engineering Command Pacific Division (PACDIV) which has been commissioned by the NSF to be a coordinator and contract administrator of all future NSF work in Antarctica.

The least visited of all the continents and the only one with no nations, no governments, no cities and no citizens, Antarctica has a haunting beauty and the endless variety of an ice bound landscape. Five and a half million square miles, nearly one tenth of the earth's surface, contain 90 percent of the world's snow and ice with an average thickness of 7,000 feet. In other words, the place is awesome.

Preparation to visit such a place on less than three weeks notice was quite a challenge. It was much like a very serious scavenger hunt which included researching the project, passing rigorous physical and dental exams and finding sources for long underwear, wool shirts and socks and other survival items. Time was also spent celebrating an early Christmas with family and friends since the trip time frame included the holidays.

Art Weber, AIA, of PACDIV was very helpful in making preparations for the trip and answering questions about what to expect. Weber has made several trips to Antarctica and has been instrumental in the design and construction of modular buildings at the Plateau Station and McMurdo Station.

Required reading, prior to arriving on the continent, included "Survival in Antarctica," prepared by the NSF. Actually, mental pictures and preconceptions of the conditions resulted in our being over-prepared for the adventure.

In Christchurch, New Zealand, one of the U.S. doorways to Antarctica, we were given final orientation and outfitted with antarctic survival clothes. Personal survival equipment and clothes amounted to approximately 75 pounds. The issue included some heavy duty items such as furback mittens (bear claws), thermal boots (bunny boots/mukluks) and a pile cap (balaclava), to mention just a few. About 35 pounds of

Joe Ferraro and Lee Davis stand at the official welcome and farewell sign at McMurdo Station's Williams Field (77 degrees, 51 minutes S, 166 degrees, 40 minutes E). Beards are more common on departure. The CJS Group's mascot penguin (left) greeted Ferraro and Davis upon their return to the office.
McMurdo Station has the feeling and appearance of a turn-of-the-century mining camp found in the western United States. Approximately 130 buildings make up the community. The container-like structure below is a typical building at New Zealand's Scott Base, just two miles from McMurdo Station.

clothing was required to be worn or carried in a personal survival bag on all intra- and intercontinental flights.

By the end of December, when we arrived, all flights were via C-130 Hercules propeller planes which have the capability of ski landing on a snow runway that covers the shelf ice. The C-130, a cargo and troop plane, is definitely not designed for passenger comfort. Box lunches, coffee and ear plugs were offered to us while in our sling seats during the eight-hour flight.

Access to Antarctica from Christchurch is via McMurdo Station, our destination, approximately 800 miles from the South Pole on a nearly straight line between Christchurch and the South Pole. McMurdo Station, America's largest, is the primary logistics facility for resupply of inland stations and for field science projects. It is built on volcanic rock on Hut Point Peninsula on Ross Island, the farthest south solid ground that is accessible by ship. The station has a harbor with an ice wharf and landing strips on sea ice and shelf ice that are utilized as conditions permit.

McMurdo Station was established in 1955-56 by the U.S. during the International Geophysical Year when more than 60 nations participated in worldwide programs of scientific observations. Since that time, the station has grown to approximately 130 buildings ranging in size from a small radio shack to large, three-story structures. Science laboratories, repair facilities, dormitories, administration buildings, a fire house, power plant, water distillation plant, stores, clubs and warehouses make up the community.

The station has the feeling and appearance of a turn-of-the-century mining camp found in the western U.S. All buildings are linked by above-ground water, sewer, telephone, and power lines because of the almost unworkable frozen ground conditions.

It is evident that the station is growing through definite phases. First came survival structures which met year around shelter requirements to combat severe winter weather conditions. This was followed by development of sophisticated utility systems that now produce ample and quality power and water. The next and present growth phase will include a design factor for quality of life which is evident in the recent dormitory construction and criteria for the proposed science research facilities for which we were gathering data.

There appeared to be very little deterioration to building materials except for normal wear and tear. Most buildings in the station are steel framed with roof and wall skins of metal insulated panels. Foundations, consisting of 12 x 12 wood timber blocks, rest directly on the frozen finish grade. Most buildings are raised off the ground to prevent heat transfer to the
ground which eventually destroys the frozen foundation base. Twenty-year-old exposed steel members showed no apparent evidence of corrosion or rust. This is quite a contrast to our Hawaiian environment's reaction to steel.

In the summer most snow has melted, leaving a very dry and dusty volcanic rock surface at the station. Temperatures range from 40°F in January to minus 58°F in winter. On Christmas Eve, the outside thermometer registered a surprising 60°F, far from the severe cold we had contemplated. As a result, most of our long underwear was never used. Humidity and rain are virtually nonexistent. The absence of moisture in the air was possibly the most difficult physical adjustment for our body systems.

The environment is a workaholic's paradise. The sun never sets in the summer months, giving a constant 24 hours of daylight. Part of our assignment was to photograph and document buildings and equipment and the constant daylight afforded us ample opportunity. An interesting note for all sunset green flash fans is that when the Antarctic sun does set for the long, dark winter, it can produce the longest green flash on record, approximately 30 minutes.

Personal calls home to the office or family were definitely possible but had unusual limitations. The cost was ten dollars per minute and calling times were dependent on a satellite's window when it passed over Antarctica. Often the window time did not conveniently synchronize with desired time zones in other parts of the world.

McMurdo's fresh-water processing facilities have traditionally limited showers to one, two-minute shower per week. The recent summer season permitted from zero to three showers per week, depending on the functioning of the system. This water restriction changed the typical daily shower into a planned and most anticipated event.

The showering limitations put a damper on our running and exercise schedule. It's difficult not to contemplate a shower after a workout. We missed the McMurdo marathon, run in November on the ice runway, and a 10K race held in February. We were told that T-shirts from these events are coveted collector's items.

A reduced exercise schedule plus ample and well prepared food made for chunky bodies on our return. There is a two-year stock of most food staples just in case the yearly supply ships don't arrive. However, fresh fruits and vegetables are provided via the almost daily C-130 flights from New Zealand in the summer.

McMurdo Station's summer population reaches nearly 1,000 persons. The ratio of scientists to the station's Navy support staff is approximately one to nine. In the winter, the population drops to about 100 essential support staff for station maintenance only. The station is totally isolated from late February until early October except for a plane drop of mail, fresh food and priority cargo around Midwinter's Day.

The scientific and Navy support communities are comprised of people from all parts of the United States. The station serves as a melting pot for friendships where all people, from bulldozer operators to the most renowned scientist, can interact. There is a noticeable absence of children and elderly people. Ages range from 20 to 65. Women comprise approximately 30 percent of the population and work in all job descriptions.

The splendor of its natural beauty, camaraderie of the people, sparsity of wildlife, absence of landscape and the very pronounced quietude of the Antarctic environment are most memorable. On a scale of 0 to 10, the adventure on this project assignment was 100+. Would we go again? Without a doubt, the answer is YES.

**Split-Type Air Conditioners with Microcomputer Controls—One Just Right For You**

Confirm the current room temperature and the air conditioner's operating mode at a glance with a room monitor that lets you know if the timer, night setback or energy saver modes are operating. This monitor even features a filter check indicator and LED comfort indicator for more economically correct cooling!

- **Microcomputer-Controlled Room Monitor**
  - **Energy Saver Mode**
    - The night setback mode in Sanyo's split-type air conditioners makes your evenings more comfortable by allowing you to fall asleep in cool comfort, then enjoy the economic benefits of a gradual two-step temperature increase. For even further energy savings, the unit shuts itself off altogether after eight hours of operation.
  - **Night Setback Mode**
    - The night setback mode in Sanyo's split-type air conditioners takes on a new meaning. With this feature, the unit's operating mode is adjusted automatically according to room temperature and temperature control settings. The result is a night time setback that allows for lower energy consumption. The unit automatically turns off when the temperature drops to the desired level, then automatically raises the temperature by 1°C. This change is virtually unnoticeable, ensuring that your comfort is never compromised.

**Distributed By**

**SERVICE APPLIANCE DIVISION**

A DIVISION OF SERVCO PACIFIC, INC.

For more information call Juro or Chester at 648-2411
new from Thermador...

Europa

European Styling...
American Performance

Lined Tempered Glass Top... Two Thermasenor And Two Regular Sealed Cast Iron Burners. Gourmet Cooking Ability With Easy Clean-Up.

For The Finest In Quality Appliances And St. Charles Cabinets In Wood And Laminate.

THE KITCHEN CENTER
OF HAWAII
250 WARD AVENUE • HONOLULU, HAWAII 96814
521-7447

Hawaii's newest & most complete plumbing showroom

- Complete inventory of fixtures, fittings, parts and tools
- Proudly serving Hawaii since 1964

PLUMBING
specialties & supplies

HONOLULU BRANCH & SHOWROOM
925 KOKEA STREET PHONE: 841-8711
WAIPAHU BRANCH
94-173 LEOKANE STREET PHONE: 671-5407

Honolulu Fan Shop
Brings you the timeless Hunter fan. Warranted for a lifetime.

The Bold Look of KOHLER

accessories:
Glassware
Koa Blades
Speed Controls
Mounts, Extensions

Commercial Sales 521-3267
Service Dept. 488-1221
A bathtub built for two is available for the home of the '80s. The whirlpool system enables each person to adjust and control the four jets at each end on an individual basis. Photos in this article courtesy of Kallista.

THE LUXURY BATH
The Designer in the Role of Dream Maker

by Norman Bell, President
Kallista, Inc.

More and more, the master bath is becoming a retreat, a refuge from the pressures of modern living. It is a room in which dreams are visualized; hopes are contemplated—a fantasy room! And for a room to achieve such mood, ambience and stimulation, it must be planned carefully, down to the last detail. Otherwise, the room turns out to be too functional, spartan and even sterile.

For the most part, plumbers prefer to work with products which have been around a long time. Moreover, a plumber's involvement in the selection process will generally lead to the emphasis on products serving functional rather than aesthetic needs. Designers and architects need to assert themselves more in the selection process. They should be more aware of what is possible for there is a revolution occurring in new ideas and products today. Probably the most important thing to remember while designing a luxury bath is that you are in the role of dream maker. It is crucial that you understand your clients' needs and exactly what they want you to achieve—the ambience you are expected to create. From all the materials and products that make up a luxury bath, you have to design and specify products that will result in an intimate, spacious, grand and exotic interior. No easy task!

The growth of new and remodeled luxury baths over the last five years has been greater than any other room in the home, possibly because it has been the most neglected area for so long. Today it is a different matter as there is intense interest, and new ideas continue to surface or gain attention.
CAD WITH A DIFFERENCE

CAD . . . The Competitive Edge
- Today's design office operates in a highly competitive market. CAD offers: faster creation of drawings, faster revisions, higher accuracy, quality & consistency, compact drawing storage, and more.

AutoCAD . . . State-of-the-Art CAD Software
- Powerful and affordable, AutoCAD "brings the benefits of high-performance CAD" within the range of any design and drafting operation. Requiring no prior computer knowledge, AutoCAD is the most widely-used CAD software in the world.

SPEC1 . . . A System Tailored for Your Application
- Each SPEC1 is unique, designed to precisely match the individual needs of our clients. SPEC1 systems integrate AutoCAD, our exclusive customized modules and SPEC1 proprietary software - all designed to make your CAD system more productive from the start.

Qualified Professionals
- Gregory D. Kosky (B.Arch), President, is recognized as a leading expert in computer graphics and CAD.

SPEC SYSTEMS has installed more CAD workstations than any other company in Hawaii. Our staff is Hawaii's most capable, drawing upon a combined 20 years experience in design, installation, and support of computer graphics systems.

Complete Local Support
- SPEC SYSTEMS is the ONLY AutoCAD supplier that provides comprehensive technical support, with expert training, custom software, "single-source" maintenance, updates, user "hotline", etc.

High-Performance Components From Industry Leaders

Comprehensive Training
- Training combines qualified on-site instruction with self-paced, "hands-on" tutorials. We teach you not only how to use the system, but how to make it a productive tool for your application.

Client List
- Our clients include leading commercial, government and military organizations. Check our client references.

Members Of
- AFCEA, DPMA, Hawaii CAD Users Group
- National Computer Graphics Association

AUTOCAD™
The world's most widely-used design/drafting software is available for: - IBM PC, PC/XT, PC/AT - TI - NEC - DEC - Wang PC - Tandy 2000 - Over 30 popular microcomputers.

Call today for a complimentary hands-on demonstration.
1314 S. King St. • Suite 1156 • Honolulu, HI 96814
The future for the American luxury bath seems to hold as much promise as the past has delivered in Europe.

The Bathtub. The starting point of any luxury bath is the tub itself. The client’s concept of a luxury bath means that the tub must be in a sunken situation. This can be achieved by either having the tub lower than the floor level with only the rim above the floor level, or by raising the floor with a step or two. The tub itself and the entire project will need more space than has been provided in the past.

Whether you select a rectangular, round, oval or even a corner-shaped tub, the number of styles and materials to choose from today is enormous. The important thing to understand from a materials point of view is that there is excellent acrylic production, and there is bad. There is also good and bad quality cast iron, cultured marble and even fiberglass.

The IAPMO seal of approval represents a guarantee that the product and materials are being checked and tested regularly by independent testing laboratories. Relative strengths and weaknesses of materials should be compared with regard to the specific function planned. Is the tub for bathing only? How many people will be using the tub at one time? Will the shower be separate?

The tub-shower combination serves neither purpose especially well. The tub itself, for safety reasons, is shallow and cannot have nicely reclining sides for fear of slippage. A tub should be 18 to 20 inches deep with sloping sides and back to permit a comfortable bathing position.

Whirlpool systems for the tub are making the separation of tub and shower a necessity since the whirlpool system requires a depth of 18 to 20 inches. Whirlpool systems for the tub are a direct outgrowth of the hot tub and spa.

While standards exist for tub production and quality control, there are no present standards for whirlpool systems. It is expected that in the near future, IAPMO will introduce specifications and controls in order to achieve some level of quality and testing standards.

The difference between one system and another is mainly a question of quality and performance. Most systems are constructed of plastic for both the jets and the piping parts. Others are constructed of brass and copper. Pump size (HP) is important relative to the number of jets and the size of the tub. The method of adding air to increase the level of turbulence is important in determining the type of water action to expect. The critical issue for the designer to keep in mind is that all systems are not the same, and that variations are substantial both in cost and performance. It’s necessary to look carefully into what is promised.

Other factors to consider when specifying a whirlpool system are:
- Provide for an access panel for repair and maintenance.
- Install the pump in a position which produces minimum noise. Setting the pump on a concrete base and covering it with a removable box will reduce noise.
- Most whirlpool tubs will lose between 5 percent and 10 percent heat during use. The normal method of reheating is to add hot water. This should be considered in determining the size and adequacy of the water heater.
- Most tubs should be set in a 1½ to 2-inch bed of concrete.
- The on/off controls are normally far enough away from the tub to prevent a person from being able to operate the whirlpool system while standing in the tub. It is now possible to specify a method using pneumatic air pressure to turn the system on or off while sitting in the tub.

Finally, a word about the use of hand showers and the practicality of custom-built tubs using tile or marble. The use of hand showers, which is essentially a European concept, is growing here as more people are using the tub.

Advantages of the hand shower include the ability to shower the body after a bath to wash off soap residue, to wash hair, and to easily clean the tub after use.

Faucets, Accessories and Hardware. The choice of styles and materials available at present is staggering. Faucets and accessories are fast becoming the focal point of a luxury bath. There is a great deal of daily pleasure to be derived from seeing fine detail in metal craftsmanship embodied in a distinctive and elegantly styled faucet. The clever use of gold with nickel silver and gemstones has added another dimension to the beauty and appeal of those products.

The future for the American luxury bath seems to hold as much promise as the past has delivered in Europe. Faucets have been developed to control the temperature of the mixed water.
This six-foot-diameter tub has a clover leaf interior shape which adds great visual appeal. This tub is ideal for two people and is equipped with a seven-jet whirlpool system.

Tempered glass may be clear or bronzed and designs may be etched in door or panel glass.

A simple shower can be custom designed to create an elegant look. Tempered glass may be clear or bronzed and designs may be etched in door or panel glass.

despite sudden changes in the supply of hot and cold water. European faucets are nearly always equipped with thermostatic shower valves which can control the temperature with plus or minus 1°C. In fact, in Germany all showers and valves are required to have a stop which prevents a child from being able to turn on water with a temperature greater than 35°C. An adult can, by pressing the button, have the water at a higher temperature. The use of thermostatic valves is unusual in the U.S., perhaps due to the fact that neither product nor idea is widely known.

Further developments by the European companies on the idea of thermostatic valves have led to this concept being available now for basin-lav sets and tub sets.

Innovation in design for faucets also has produced such ideas as the waterfall effect in which a sheet of water gushes forth from a bath or basin spout or beautifully hand-decorated ceramic basins which are more like fine tableware than basins. Moreover, there are matching knobs and
Classically shaped, this graceful tub (left) is six feet long with generous width, ideal for slow, sensuous bathing. Basins come in a wide variety of sizes and finishes. This octagonal bowl (below) is of heavy-gauge brass, handcrafted by French artisans.

even wallpaper.

Further, what about the pulsing shower head or the metal bar with 18 jets to massage the body during a shower?

There is every reason to expect the use of electronics to be applied to luxury baths in the future. You can relax in your tub and have next to you a control panel which permits you to turn on the stereo or TV or dim the lights. If you have a closed circuit surveillance system, you can see who is at the front door. All this is possible today on a custom basis.

A major asset for designers is that they can create any look throughout an entire project. Faucets, towel bars, soap dishes, drawer pulls and door protectors can all be matched in detail.

However, the designer should be aware of the effect water has on metals. Traditional use of brass for castings is best, but using polished brass for the metal finish will present problems over a period of time. Using protective coatings, designed to stop tarnishing, simply delays the problem. Chemicals used to purify water break down the preventive coating. Therefore, the use of brass as a finish is not recommended in coastal areas due to salt in the air. Designers should specify chrome, gold or nickel silver.

Of all the metal finishes available, chrome plating is the strongest and most durable. The use of nickel silver, which has a softer and more elegant look, is growing as an alternative to chrome's harsher and colder look. Nickel silver, whether in a polished or brushed finish, is slightly less durable than chrome but it will withstand salt much better than brass and slightly less than chrome.

Gold plating is expensive but not prohibitive. It clearly makes a statement of style and offers a considerable range of possibilities. With gold plating it is important to establish some prior experience with the manufacturer. If you do not have this, try to learn some independent user's experience you can rely on. While the recommended thickness of gold plating will vary according to a product's surface and shape, generally the amount of gold which is plated will determine the quality.

The last point on gold plating concerns the color variation you will see from one manufacturer to another. This can be a problem area if it has not been known beforehand. Be careful.

Water Closets, Bidets and Lavs.

There is a trend toward separating the master bath into compartments, particularly for the water closet and bidet. If there is sufficient room, it is a good idea. The one cautionary note is to be careful the all-important sense of spaciousness is not destroyed.

The newer water-saving water closets are proving to be good products and the improvement in the flushing action makes selection easy.

The decision to include a bidet depends on whether the client will use it. There are some very uncomfortable bidets on the market with thin edges around the rim. Also, the European bidet may have an entirely different set-up and possibly be unable to meet
Getting It All Together

Concrete is a building product that's not only made IN Hawaii, but made FOR Hawaii. Here are examples of the constant effort of the Cement & Concrete Products Industry to improve not only the quality of concrete but also the quality of its professional application everywhere in Hawaii.

More than twelve seminars are produced here each year to keep all who work with this ultimate building material informed and qualified in new techniques and, in every way, to keep concrete serving Hawaii's growing needs.

For information and assistance in the use of concrete and details on future seminars, simply call 833-1882.

CEMENT AND CONCRETE PRODUCTS INDUSTRY OF HAWAII
Suite 1110 / Control Data Building / 2828 Paa Street / Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

local codes.
With lavs and basins, the trend is toward a larger bowl size. The self-rimming style is coming back. There are some handsome designs coming onto the market which can only be appreciated in the self-rimming style. Hand-painted ceramic basins from France, Italy and Mexico offer a wide range of styles to accent the vanity, while metal basins and earthenware lavs add their own distinctive look.

Safety. This subject seldom receives the attention it deserves at the planning stage of the project, and yet we are all reminded constantly of the number of accidents which occur in this room—far more than in any other room of the home.

Admittedly, grab bars do look like grab bars and they will interfere with the general design unless some thought has been given at the beginning. Such accessories can be worked in with break lines so they are not obvious.

Safety ideas to consider:
• Tile and marble are traditional materials but both present major risks when used on the floor. Explore non-skid floor products.
• Carpeting is a safe alternative to traditional materials.
• Rugs on top of tile or marble can be secured to the floor using the Velcro fastening system.
• Water closets, showers and recessed tubs should all be fixed with grab bars.
• Soap or any other slippery substances near tub and shower should be placed in adequate containers.
• A shelf in the shower offers the option of sitting down.
• Tempered glass should be specified for showers.
• Good lighting is important from a safety point of view, but subdued lighting adds atmosphere and interest. The compromise is to specify a dimmer switch.

Careful planning and selection of materials can lead to a luxury master bath that will fulfill the needs of the most discriminating client.
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Ewa Marina, located between Barber’s Point Naval Air Station and Ewa Beach, is one of the major communities being developed in the area. The Marina’s population is expected to reach 13,000 by the year 2000.

The decision to direct urban growth to the Ewa Plain became the official policy of the City and County of Honolulu when Ewa was first designated as the Secondary Urban Center (SUC) for Oahu in the 1977 General Plan. The policy was reaffirmed in 1982 when the location of the SUC was more specifically defined as being in the West Beach-Makakilo area.

A high priority is being placed on developing major employment centers in the Ewa region. The West Beach resort is expected to generate 5,100 direct new jobs by the year 2000.
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